Praise for “Happiness” from our fans on Facebook

“About once a decade I see a play that reminds me why I love theater. This one was it. I want to rave about the script, but can’t find adequate words to do so. So I am merely going to grab you by the virtual lapels and tell you that you should make your reservations now.” – DR

“This is quite possibly the funniest play I’ve ever seen. I'm so happy it’s coming back!” – AMV

“Go see There Is a Happiness That Morning Is. This is very important. Don't put it off. Go tonight. Go tomorrow. Go twice. Dear Zeus, it's brilliant. A lovely, touching, cathartic play.” – SB

“One of the best shows I've seen in a long time by a company that innovates year after year. Brava!” -- PM

“Saw this last night. So beautiful. You just have to go. I cried in the best way of crying with a frosting of laughing on top and inside the layers too. Enchanting. Rare. More adjectives like that.” – BC

“Could see this a million times.” -- JF

“I took my mom to see “There is a Happiness...” this weekend. It was completely GENIUS; beautifully constructed, virtuosically written and performed, and a joy to behold. Holy shit. Congratulations.” – DM

“This show will rock your socks off and make you roll in the green grass in the altogether. A song to start spring.” – SB

“Saw it last night - an amazing show: great language and superb players. Get there if you possibly can.” – TP

“Dear Chicagoland residents, please see There Is a Happiness That Morning Is immediately.” -- MW

“was awesome!” -- MB

“SPRINT, don't run, to see There Is a Happiness That Morning Is. It. Is. Gorgeous.” -- CC

“Wonderful! Can’t wait to see it again!” -- HR

“It was amazing. Entrancing and surprising from beginning to end. The best I've seen yet.” – KO

“Mickle Maher wrote my favorite play of easily the past decade. Colm O'Reilly and Diana Slickman are each exquisite, and Theater Oobleck is one of the good guys in this world. You are granted another chance. DO. NOT. MISS.” – IB

“It's as funny as a talking baby!” -- RJ

“This play is thrillingly, devastatingly, gloriously brilliant in every way. I am not exaggerating. Get your ass there next weekend before it goes away.” – VW

“Spectacular work.”—PC

“considers it yet another sign of our national decay and shame that Mickle Maher has not been anointed our Playwright Laureate for Life.” – BD

" just lovely. Get your tickets, folks! --KR

“I already thought it was great when I saw the show last week, now it is almost stupid how good it is.” -- JP

Saw it. Loved it. Please bring it back soon!” -- LS

“OMG x 1,000,000=There Is a Happiness that Morning Is. Brilliant. Thank you!” – SF

“thrilled to find it just as hilarious and smart and beautiful as I remember from its run at DCA Theatre in 2011. Wonderfully written, perfectly cast.” – NO

“...will be on my mind for days to come. An extraordinary theater experience.” – SF

“A remarkable thought provoking humorous piece of theater. Go see it!” – TC

“This is brilliant writing and acting top to bottom. The experience works on so many levels I can’t even begin to number them. Thank you all for this singular theatrical experience.” – TA

“This play is fantastic.” -- LM